
 

  

Exterior allure captures attention with three key highlights: an 

awe-inspiring two-part glass sunroof over the helm station, a gen-

erous U-shaped rest area transforming into a sundeck, and foldout 

platforms on both sides of the cockpit that extend usable space 

while at rest.

A driver-centric approach allows for the manipulation of the 

sunroof, side windows, and an ingenious two-tone steering 

console, offering triple screens for simultaneous performance 

monitoring, navigation, and fish-finding. Electrically adjustable 

seats and steering wheel enhance convenience, while optional 

GPS virtual anchor and joystick docking streamline maneuvering. 

Immersive entertainment is fostered by a potent surround sound 

system and ambient lighting both above and below water.Amid 

the main sitting area find a wet galley equipped with an ice maker, 

grill, fridge, and additional storage. A pop-up 32-inch TV caters 

to evening amusement. The boat’s modular design offers three 

distinct stern configurations – sundeck, classic bench setup, and 

fishing-oriented transom console.

Below deck, a full-sized saloon beckons, featuring a forward-shift-

ed sitting area. Overnight accommodations include transformable 

settees for four berths and a midship guest area. Owners can opt 

for additional storage or a compact galley complete with cooker, 

fridge, and sink. The functional bathroom offers a separate head 

and shower, illuminated by an oversized window.

In summary, the 375 embodies a harmonious blend of design inge-

nuity, performance, and versatile functionality, presenting a com-

pelling proposition for boating enthusiasts seeking an exceptional 

day boat experience.

Drawing inspiration from the fourth generation of Galeon yachts 

and infused with GTO flair, the 375 is a feature-rich day boat de-

stined to turn heads. Its sleek profile, well-proportioned form, and 

sporty accents ensure a standout presence in any marina.
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The perfect day cruiser with abun-

dance of space, innovative design 

and sporty performance

Amazing Beach Mode extends the usable cockpit area      

Easy access to the bow area through the tiltable front window      
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The Beach Mode provides effort-

less water access for enthusiasts 

seeking fun and excitement.

The 375 GTO is ideal for full-day excursions      Powerfull V12, 600 HP engines are available      

Twin sport seats at the helm      Drop both windows and retract the sunroof automatically      



 

      Saloon, guest cabin and kitchenette down below       Bow rest area can be converted into a double bed

      Twin berths in the guest cabin       Bathroom complete with head and shower

LAYOUTS

1  – without propellers        2  – Max. height from water line at draft min.        3  – minimum mass with base engines

4  –  with Beach mode, balconies down           7 – bare hull (hull with appendance)
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Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max 1

Bridge clearance 2

Height to transport

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Grey water tank

Black water tank

Mass of Light Craft Condition 3

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category
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